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Abstract
Diabetic macular edema (DME) is characterized by hard exudates. In this article, we propose a novel statistical atlas based method for segmentation of such exudates. Any test fundus image is first warped on the atlas co-ordinate and then a distance map is obtained with the mean atlas image. This leaves behind the candidate lesions. Post-processing schemes are introduced for final segmentation of the exudate. Experiments with the publicly available HEI-MED data-set shows good performance of the method. A lesion localization fraction of 82.5% at 35% of non-lesion localization fraction on the FROC curve is obtained. The method is also compared to few most recent reference methods.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Clinical motivation
Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is the leading cause of visual impairment and blindness worldwide. According to the first global estimate of World Diabetes Population 2010 [1], there are approximately 93 million people with diabetic retinopathy, 17 million with proliferative diabetic retinopathy, 21 million with diabetic macular edema (DME) and 28 million with vision-threatening diabetic retinopathy. Diabetic retinopathy can be defined as the presence of typical retinal microvascular lesion in
an individual with diabetes. The elements that characterize diabetic retinopathy in retinal fundus images are micro aneurysms (“red dots”), hemorrhages, cotton wool spots, macular anomalies like exudate and vascular proliferation. Among these, cotton wool spots and exudate can be categorized under bright lesions and the rest under dark lesions.

Exudates (often called hard exudates) are described as small sharply demarcated yellow or white waxy patches due to vascular leakage. These are the hallmarks for the diagnosis of macular edema in fundus images. Macula is the most used central area of the retina for vision. The adverse effect of exudates present in this area can vary from distorted central vision to complete loss of vision (in severe cases). A regular follow-up and laser surgery can reduce the risk of blindness by 90%. Such bright lesions are seen in the retinal fundus image characterize both the pre-proliferative and proliferative retinopathy stage.

The most widely used technique for retinal image acquisition is by means of a low cost fundus camera. For the diagnosis of the diabetic related complications it is important to localize the lesions, quantify them and to make subsequent follow-ups of them. However, in case of bright lesions like exudates this task is not easy due to - 1) the presence of anatomical structures (vessels, optic disc etc.) which may share similar information (intensity, texture etc) as those of the lesions, 2) illumination variability causing imaging artifacts and 3) eye movement and difference in head positions during multiple acquisitions. Computer aided diagnosis, potential follow-up and medical treatment thus require image processing pipeline that can solve these retinal imaging problems. The images must be pre-processed to remove the illumination variability and must be registered to a reference co-ordinate system for further analysis required for both the diagnosis and treatment.

1.2. Related work

Several ideas have been exploited in the past for the detection of both dark (mostly microaneurysms) and bright lesions. The methods of bright lesion segmentation can be divided into adaptive grey level based thresholding [2], region growing method [3, 4], morphology based techniques [5], and classification methods [6, 7, 8, 9].

Philip et al. [2] used a two step strategy to segment the bright lesions. The retina images were first shade corrected in order to eliminate the non-uniformities and to improve the contrast of the bright lesions. Then to segment these lesions a global and local threshold values were used. The method was reported to have sensitivity between 61% and 100%. However, artefacts due to noise in image acquisition can be detected as exudate with this technique.

Ege et al. [3] used template matching, region growing and thresholding methods
to detect the bright lesions. They used a Bayesian classifier to identify the bright lesions as exudates and cotton wool spots. They achieved 62% sensitivity for exudates detection and a relatively low sensitivity of 52% for the cotton wool spots. Sinthanayothin et al. [4] used recursive region growing on pre–processed color images. They classified the features into haemorrhages and microaneurysms as one group and hard exudates as another in non–proliferative diabetic retina images. The dataset with 21 images containing exudates and 9 without pathology were considered. A sensitivity of 88.5% at 99.7% specificity was reported. Both of these methods have used computationally expensive region growing algorithm.

Sopharak et al. [5] proposed a method to automatically extract the exudates from the images of diabetic patients with non–dilated pupil. In their approach they used fuzzy C–mean clustering followed by morphological closing reconstruction. Standard deviation, hue, intensity and number of edge pixels are selected as input features based on exudate characteristics. The algorithm was evaluated on 10 images against their ground truth manually obtained by ophthalmologists. They present an overall sensitivity of 87.2% at specificity of 99.2%. B. Dupas et al. [10] used mathematical morphological transformation along with black top–hat step for the candidate selection. Then a k-nearest neighbours (k-NN) classifier was used. The article reported 72.8 % of sensitivity on dataset of 761 images. However, the same method for diabetic retinopathy (DR) was reported to have 83.9% accuracy. Feroui et al. [11] combined the mathematical morphology and k-means clustering for hard exudate detection in the retinal images. The method was tested on 50 ophthalmologic manually segmented by an expert. The drawback of both these methods is that first morphological closing reconstruction technique can give distance information between the detected exudates and the optic disc but it may fail to detect tiny exudates. The algorithm also will fail to separate the hard exudates with the other bright lesions like appearing structures like imaging artifacts, drusen etc. Niemeijer et al. [7] applied a machine learning approach for the automatic detection of exudates and cotton–wool spots in color fundus images. They presented a method for distinguishing among drusen, exudate and cotton wool spots. 300 retinal images of patients with diabetes were chosen form tele–diagnosis database. The gold standard was built on this dataset by two retinal specialists. They achieved 95% sensitivity at 88% specificity for the bright lesions. The sensitivity/specificity pairs were 77%/88%, 95%/86% and 70%/93% for drusen, exudates and cotton wool spots detection respectively.

Giancardo et al. [12] introduced a new methodology for automatic diagnosis of diabetic macular edema using a set of features that includes color, wavelet decomposition and automatic lesion segmentation. These features were used to train a classifier. The method is evaluated on the publicly available HEI–MED
dataset (http://vibot.u-bourgogne.fr/luca/heimed.php) and MESSIDOR dataset (http://messidor.crihan.fr/download.php). The employed methodology in the article shows an area under the curve between 0.88 and 0.93. All of these classification methods require an accurate manual annotations for the training dataset. In addition they are also highly dependent on the type of features selected for classification.

In literature, a common drawback of the methods for exudate segmentation is the capability to separate highly correlated lesion pixels and the optic disc pixels effectively without missing true positives and/or introducing false positives. Optic disc removal in [9, 13] is done by manually cropping the region whereas [14] used snake based segmentation method with an initial fitted circle to locate the optic disk area. While the former is a manual method, the later one is time consuming as it is based on an energy minimization technique. Both techniques are inefficient and prone to missing true positives of the probable lesions. We present a novel method of exudates segmentation by building a retinal statistical atlas based on ethnicity. Ethnic background plays a significant role in retinal luminance in the fundus images [15]. Our idea is to exploit the chromatic informations present in a particular ethnic group for efficient segmentation of lesion like pixels. The method first creates a statistical atlas based on ethnicity then warps any test image of the same ethnic group patient to that atlas co-ordinate frame. A simple distance map between the atlas and the test image suppresses the anatomical locations like optic disc, vessels, macula and leads to a good segmentation of the pixels belonging to the abnormality. This pipeline avoids any pre-processing, image normalization or any other complex image processing schemes presented as discussed above. Two post-processing schemes are also proposed for separating these segmented pixels as exudates from other abnormalities that might be present in the distance map thresholding. This technique also ensures the follow up of the lesion in the patients much more precisely because all the test images are warped to one reference co-ordinate frame. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description of the datasets used for the building statistical atlas and for the evaluation of the proposed method. In Section 3.1, we present a novel method for retinal atlas building. Section 3.2 deals with the subsequent segmentation of the exudates using the mean atlas image and the warped test image. The post processing schemes for separating the artifacts from the lesion are also discussed here. The results are presented and analyzed in Section 4. Finally, the paper ends with concluding remarks in Section 5.

2. Materials

To build the retinal atlases, one for each left and right eye, we have selected 400 good quality images of healthy African American from a dataset containing 5,218
retina fundus images collected from February 2009 to August 2011 from clinics in the mid-South region of the USA as part of the Tele-medical Retina Image Analysis and Diagnosis (TRIAD) project [16]. The images are from both healthy and abnormal retinas with color variations covering the pigmentation spectrum found in the patient population, which is approximately 70% African American and 30% Caucasian. The result of the exudate segmentation is validated using publicly available HEI–MED dataset [9] for diabetic macular edema. It includes a mixture of images with no macular edema or with varying degree of macular edema. The dataset consists of 169 fundus images with mixed ethnicities. We evaluated our method with the 104 images corresponding to African American patients since the method is used to exploit the atlas based ethnicity. The same dataset was used for comparison of other methods in literature with the method presented in this paper. Both mentioned datasets have macula centered images for both left and right eye.

3. Methodology

The purpose of building the ethnicity based statistical atlas is to represent the chromatic information of the retinal pigmentation of the vasculatures. Another goal is to know the locations of major retinal landmarks such as the superior and inferior major vessel arches, the optic disc and the macula. These information can be used to register any test image of the patient to a built reference coordinate system and subsequently help to suppress these anatomical structures of an eye seen in
fundus images with the known reference locations and chromatic information for efficient segmentation of abnormalities (like lesions and artifacts). Further, post-processing schemes are applied to segregate the exudates from other similar pixels. The overall method is shown in the Fig. 1. In this figure, we can see that a test image is first warped to the atlas co-ordinate system (atlas space) and then a distance image with the atlas mean image gives a good approximation of the lesion pixels and further processing enables the segmentation of the exudates. The methods has been explained in the following sub–sections.

3.1. Statistical retinal atlas

A retinal atlas provides a reference representation for important retinal structures: major vessel arches (superior and inferior), optic disc, fovea and eye pigmentation. First, a reference co–ordinate system is identified by rigid alignment of the detected
optic nerve center, macula center and by finding mean shape of the tracked major vessel arches in the training dataset mentioned in Section 2. Second, all the training images are warped onto a reference coordinate system giving the mean image representing the retinal atlas. The overall block diagram is shown in Fig. 2. The major steps for building such a statistical retinal atlas are explained in the next subsections.

3.1.1. Paired retinal images registration

The paired images are first registered using a feature based registration method. Feature vectors are extracted from the intensity image using SURF algorithm resulting in a 64-dimensional feature vector for each interest point [17]. An interest point in the test image is compared to an interest point in the target image by calculating the Euclidean distance between their respective descriptor vectors. A matching pair is detected, if its distance is closer than 0.7 times the distance of the second nearest neighbor. This is the nearest neighbor ratio matching strategy used to eliminate ambiguous pair of features [18]. We then apply RANSAC algorithm to further remove outliers and estimate the best transformation parameters from the known matches.

3.1.2. Rigid coordinate system

The basic structure of the optic disc is usually a circle and has an intensity peak at this region. The optic disc center is thus detected using circular Hough transform. The macula center was experimentally found to be 7° in the left eye and 173° in the right eye; below the line between the centre of the image and the optic disc location with a distance measure of 5.9 ± 0.08 mm. Let \( p_{oc} \) and \( p_{mc} \) be the mean locations of the optic disc center and the macula center in \( N \) training fundus images respectively. These mean locations define the first two landmark positions in the retinal atlas coordinate system. Using these two known reference points and the estimated optic center and macula locations in the training images, we find a rigid transformation matrix solving for \( \{\theta, t_x, t_y\} \) where \( \theta \) is the rotation angle, and \( \{t_x, t_y\} \) represents the translation vector. If \( p_i \) denotes the pixel locations of the optic center or the macula in a training image, then the new location \( q_i \) in a warped image in the atlas coordinate system is given by:

\[
q_i = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos(\theta) & -\sin(\theta) \\
\sin(\theta) & \cos(\theta)
\end{bmatrix}
(p_i - T_i) \quad \text{for } i \in 1, \ldots, N,
\]

with \( T_i = [t_x, t_y]^T \) representing the translation vector.

3.1.3. Automatic vessel landmarks generation

Considering the automatically detected optic disk location using Hough transform as center of an arbitrary coordinate system shown in Fig. 3a, we define some
empirical assumptions for finding the major arches in the registered image pairs of each eye. These assumptions are made based on the geometrical localization of the major vessel arches in the images and experimental results conducted for their detection. They are used in locating the seed points for the vessel arches, which are then found automatically. They are chosen based on the geometrical availability of the retinal major vessel arches and the experiments conducted for the search space of them.

For the right eye, starting from the detected optic disc center, the search is made in the interval $[90^\circ, 135^\circ]$ for the upper arch and in $[225^\circ, 270^\circ]$ for the lower arch. Similarly, for the left eye, the search is made in the closed interval $[45^\circ, 90^\circ]$ for the upper arch while for the lower arch the interval is $[270^\circ, 315^\circ]$.

A rectangular mask of size $20 \times 20$ is taken around each pixel within the search interval mentioned above to find the highly correlated pixels using a low pass differentiator correlation kernel on vessel enhanced image. Vessel enhancement was done by analysing the Hessian matrix according to [19]. The correlation filter [20] adapted on this filtered image is locally oriented along x-axis and is defined by,

$$h(x, y) = \frac{1}{8K} \left\{ -2\delta(y - 2) - 2\delta(y - 1) + 2\delta(y + 1) ight. + 2\delta(y + 2) \bigg\} \otimes \left\{ \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} \delta(x - k) \right\},$$

(2)
where \( \otimes \) represents the convolution operator along y-direction, \( \delta \) represents the impulse response of the filter and \( K \) is the kernel size.

The vessels are characterized by well defined edges and have comparatively lower reflectance compared to the local background. The intensity varies smoothly within the vessels. Also speaking particularly about the major vessel arches, they have strong edge response relative to other vasculatures so we were able to restrict the trace along the major vessel arches even in presence of arch nodes. The pixels within the constrained search window defined are convolved with the kernel in equation (2). The peak response of this correlation kernel is obtained at the major vessel arches. The pixel location is taken as a seed point for tracking the major vessel. Vessel boundaries can be obtained by rotating correlation kernels given by equation (2). Multiple templates are correlated with the seed point and the search is moved along the point with the highest response [20]. Each template is divided into right and left template. Left template finds the edge location in 90° counter-clockwise direction and right is tuned to the right boundary. The angle of rotation of the kernel is discretized into 16 values at spacing of 22.5°. The sum of square weights of the elements is 60 in each template. Additionally, we have used Kalman filter to avoid from jumping of the major vessel arch trace to another vessel at the bi/tri–furcations (i.e. vessels nodes). The tracked major arches are shown in Fig. 3b. The blue arc gives the end points cutting the tracked vessels at yellow points. Typically, the radius of this arc is taken equals to 1.45 × the distance from macula center to optic disk. This is an empirically chosen value which only confirms the same lengths of the traced major vessels in all the images.
3.1.4. Atlas co-ordinates system generation

For the $N$ pairwise aligned images in the training set we automatically find $M$ ($M = 20$) equidistant points on each of the two major arches. The major arches are shown in Fig. 4a. We then apply PCA (principal component analysis) on these points coordinates to find to two major vessel arches in the atlas co-ordinates frame as shown in Fig. 4b. Each training image is warped onto the atlas co-ordinate system using thin-plate splines [21] as shown in Fig. ??-. After all the images are warped onto this atlas co-ordinate system, we take the mean to get the average color/pigmentation in the population. The mean image is normalized to obtain an atlas map for the ethnic group (here African American) population as shown in Fig. 5c. A mesh 3D
plot is shown in Fig. 5d which gives us an idea of the maximum pixel intensities (a peak) present at the optic disc location and minimum pixel intensity area (a cavity) around the fovea in the retinal image of a healthy eye.

3.2. Exudate segmentation

Supervised learning methods require large amounts of manually labelled data which are susceptible to human errors and usually give inconsistent segmentation results. Moreover, it is slightly impracticable to obtain do such classification methods for large dataset due to the need of large amount of manual annotations by experts. We introduce a novel approach for segmenting bright lesions based on the retinal atlas created in Section 3.1. The key feature of the method proposed here is that we make use of chromatic differences between the mean atlas image (generally providing the measure of healthy eye pigmentation) with the fundus image (with lesion) of a diseased eye. This will give the potential lesion candidates. Upon applying post-processing schemes like edge detectors, a final segmentation of exudates are obtained.

3.2.1. Exudate detection methods for comparison

We have compared our method with the methods proposed by Sanchez et al. [22], Sopharak et al. [23] and Giancardo et al. [9, 12]. These methods are the most recent rule–based – meaning they do not use data mining technique and are independent of the used datasets. These exudate segmentation algorithms consists of two main steps: a pre-processing step to remove irrelevant structures and an exudate segmentation step. We briefly describe each method below:

Sopharak et al. [23] used the contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) algorithm to enhance the contrast of retinal images. Then, the optic disc and the vasculature were removed using morphological operations. These pre-processing steps were followed by the exudate segmentation step which started by first capturing the image intensity variations; computing the standard deviation on a sliding window and converting the image into a binary image using Otsu–algorithm [24]. A circular structuring element was used to dilate the cluster of similar lesion in this binary image. Further, soft estimation of the lesions were obtained through morphological reconstruction. The final segmentation result was evaluated with dynamic thresholds \( \{ \text{thres} \in (0 : 0.05 : 1) \} \).

Sanchez et al. [22] first used the green channel of the fundus image due to its higher contrast in RGB color space. The authors found the pixels belonging to the background using the method described in [25] and applied bilinear interpolation to generate the complete background. The image was then modeled as a mixture of three Gaussian models representing background, foreground and outliers.
Figure 6: Distance image of a test retinal image with the mean atlas image. a) Retinal test image with lesion; b) Mean atlas image; c) Distance map between a) and b)

respectively. The foreground consisted of vessels, optic disk and lesion. An EM (Expectation-Maximization) algorithm was used to estimate the exudate candidate and thresholded dynamically. As the exudate detection procedure, the authors employed Kirsch edge operator [26] to separate the exudate from artifacts and other bright lesions.

Giancardo et al. [9] first preprocessed the image using a large median filter on the I-channel of the normalized image in HSI color space for background estimation. The normalized image was further enhanced with morphological reconstruction giving a clear distinction between the dark and bright structures. The author manually removed the optic nerve. The exudate candidates were selected based on some score using connected component analysis. The score was then assigned based on Kirsch edges and stationary wavelets.

3.2.2. Proposed exudate segmentation method

The exudate segmentation methods discussed above require many preprocessing steps. We present a method which not only removes a wide range of preprocessing steps for subsequent exudate segmentation but also registers the test images to a reference co-ordinate system.

The statistical atlas image is built from our dataset (see Section 2) following the procedure described in Section 3.1. During this process, we obtain a retinal atlas co-ordinate system which will help in aligning any new test image to one reference frame, and a retinal mean image whose distance map with the warped test image on the atlas space will help in separating the lesion-like structures while suppressing the optic disc, the macula and other vasculatures as shown in Fig. 6. This is because it replicates the chromatic distribution of the pixels in the eye which gives likelihood of pixels belonging to optic disk, fovea, major vessels arches and other vasculatures.
Thus, there is a strong variance in the pixels with lesion or artifacts due to imaging.

3.2.3. Post-processing schemes

After separating the lesion–like structures from the test image, it is important to separate the artifacts from the lesion. Hard exudate have a distinct characteristic of having sharp edges. Therefore, edge detection schemes can be advantageous and provide better result. We have investigated two edge detectors: 1) a 2D–quadrature filter called Riesz transform and 2) 8-directional Kirsch compass kernel detectors. Advantage of using Riesz transform is that it is phase invariant and detects the edges in all directions. But, the major limitation of such filters is that there is strong likelihood of nearby edge pixels getting blended together [27] which will introduce the false positives (FPs) in the detection. On the other hand, the step response of the derivative filters like Kirsch Edge operator discussed above has a narrow band relatively. However, using Kirsch edge operator alone will also limit the detection because of its limited orientations. Thus we use a combination of both filters to improve detection results. The two edge detectors are briefly explained below:

Kirsch operator is a non–linear edge detector kernel that evaluates the edges in 8 different directions on an image often called as “Kirsch compass kernels”. The operator is calculated for 8 directions with 45° difference [28] and the maximum of
them is taken as the result.

\[ h_{n,m} = \max_{z=1,\ldots,s} \sum_{i=-1}^{1} \sum_{j=-1}^{1} p_{ij}^{(z)} I_{n+i,m+j}, \]  

(3)

, where, \( p_{ij}^{(z)} \) is the directional kernel.

A 2D steerable filter \( h(x) \) of order \( N \) is mathematically defined as the linear combination of basis filters \( \phi_n(x) \) and coefficients \( a_n(\theta) \) [29]:

\[ \forall \theta \in [-\pi, \pi], h_{\theta} := h(R_{\theta}x) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} a_n(\theta) \phi_n(x) \]  

(4)

One of the major advantage of using Riesz transform is that the coefficients are essentially zero in smooth area of the image [30]. Therefore, it enhances the edges of the structures in retinal images as can be seen in Fig. 7b. In Fig. 8 we have demonstrated the importance of such adaptive filters for edge detection and enhancement on the atlas–space [31]. It is clear from the figure that the distance of the test image (having lesions) with the gold standard (atlas mean–image) is higher when 2D-Riesz filter is applied. Thus increasing the rate of detection of the pixels belonging to the exudates.

4. Results

In this section we present different methods that have been used to evaluate the segmentation of DME in retinal fundus images using the proposed atlas based
Figure 9: Different post-processing schemes for exudate Segmentation. (a) Original Image (b) ground truth (c) simple thresholding (d) steerable wavelet (e) Kirsch operator (f) steerable and Kirsch’s operator

The method was evaluated on publicly available HEI–MED dataset discussed in the previous section 2. We have evaluated our method using the 104 African American images from the dataset. FROC curves are used to analyze the accuracy of the methods. The performance accuracy of the diagnosis by an algorithm has to be evaluated based on some criterion which takes into account the output of the algorithm versus a ground truth. The possibility of disease detection by an algorithm is characterized by plotting ROC curve and FROC curve. The area under the curve gives the accuracy of the algorithm in use. FROC is a region based analysis unlike the pixel-based ROC-method and is widely being used in the evaluation of computer aided diagnosis. For our evaluation purpose with the ground truth provided in the HEI–MED dataset, a true positive is considered when at least a part of the lesion overlaps with the ground truth. The detection is a false positive when the exudate is found outside the region of the manually annotated ground truth and a false negative if no lesion is found in the image while a lesion exists. as lesion localization fraction).
Figure 10: FROC curve. Based on Exudate Segmentation Performance on the 104 images of HEI–MED dataset

4.1. Result with different post-processing schemes

The results obtained for the different segmentation methods (depending on the type of post-processing scheme) discussed below is shown in Fig. 9. The FROC-analysis curve is shown in Fig. 10.

**Thresholding.** The bright lesions have high distance with the atlas mean image. So, these lesions can be directly segmented using simple thresholding method without using any post-processing approaches. We obtained a descent accuracy of 76.12% on FROC-curve for DME segmentation.

**Steerable wavelet.** We have used 2D–Riesz transform which is multi-directional and multi scale wavelet. This post-processing is done to improve the result compared to simple thresholding method. However, the improvement is small giving us an accuracy of 78.66% on the same dataset.

**Kirsch’s operator.** A 8-directional edge detector is used to boost the edges of the exudate regions. We do so because these lesion have well-defined edges which help us to remove false positives and increase true positives detection. The accuracy of the segmentation increases a little bit compared with simple thresholding, 78.32%.
Table 1: AUC for with/without post processing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct Thresholding</td>
<td>0.7612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirsch’s Operator</td>
<td>0.7832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steerable Pyramid</td>
<td>0.7866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirsch+ Steerable</td>
<td>0.8258</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Kirsch with Steerable wavelet.* Again, as a post processing scheme, we first used the steerable multi–directional filters to enhance the edges then we used Kirsch’s operator to detect the edges. This revealed few lesions which were suppressed while using steerable or Kirsch’s operator alone. Experiments show that the combination of these two directional edge enhancement methods increases the true positive detection. The accuracy rate increases to 82.58%. From our experiments, we can see the direct effect of using an atlas in exudate segmentation. A simple thresholding result in atlas space is equally comparable to other post–processing as shown in Table 1. This can be useful for necessary feature extraction in automatic lesion detection methods without using complex processing steps. Some detection examples are shown in Fig. 12. The thresholds used to evaluate the algorithms are \( t_{\text{thres}} \in \{ 0 : 0.05 : 1 \} \). The interval is chosen so as to trace the correct sensitivity parameter at a given threshold.

From the FROC curve shown in Fig. 10; it is clear that using 2D–Riesz filter with Kirsch edge operator gives higher sensitivity which is 82.5% at 70% FP’s per image which is an improvement of 6% while using the methods separately. As explained in previous section, Riesz filters here increases TP’s of the exudate detection but at the same time also increases the FP detection per image due to its wider band. Kirsch operator has a narrow band comparatively and thus when it is used with Kirsch operator, it limits the FP detection rate thereby increasing the sensitivity of the exudates detection. As we can see in the curve that at lower false positive rates the sensitivity is almost similar in all the cases but when the FP’s increases the combined post–processing scheme has comparatively higher sensitivity.

Our experiments show that using the steerable filters for the enhancement of the edge-like bright lesions from the suppressed distance image worked well after combining with the Kirsch operator. The area under the curve for all these methods are shown in Table 1.

4.2. Result comparison with reference methods

The presented method of the statistical atlas based exudates segmentation has been compared with other two most recent reference methods in literature [22, 9] for
DME segmentation. The results has been shown in Fig. 11. The results obtained from our method is highly comparable to both of these methods in literature. The proposed atlas based exudate segmentation method achieves an accuracy of 82.60% which is almost similar to Giancardo et. al. [9] but higher than Sanchez et. al. [22] (refer Table 2). The sensitivity of the method in presence of large number of FP’s per image is increasing giving better detection of the lesions. be confused with the detection rate accuracy used for diagnosis of the patient which means finding 1 significant lesion. We are not presenting the ROC curve here because we are concerned with the overall exudate segmentation. However, we are confident that this approach can help in better candidate selection for the automatic diagnosis of the patients with diabetic macular edema. One major drawback of this comparison is that we did not have GT in atlas-space so we had to warp it back onto the original image-space. During the interpolation process we will have few pixels error thus we believe that having the GT in the same space will definitely increase the detection accuracy presented in this paper.

5. Conclusion

In this article, we have presented a novel method of image registration, retinal atlas building and atlas based segmentation of the exudates for retinal image analysis. An automatic landmark generation method has been presented which removes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sopharak et al. (2008)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanchez et al. (2009)</td>
<td>0.795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giancardo et al. (2011)</td>
<td>0.834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proposed Method</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.826</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Table 2:** AUC comparison (methods in literature) |

manual annotation of the landmarks for vessel arch estimation and warping. A gold standard is built with distinct retinal landmarks including optic disc, macula, superior and inferior vessel arches and the pigmentation of the retinal epithelium. We showed that unlike other methods in literature, we can segment the bright lesion onto the atlas space without doing much pre-processing steps like image normalization, optic disc and vessel removal etc. The lesions are more apparent relative to the background vasculatures in the distance image on the atlas space. This method can also be used for retinal image grading and for potential follow-up of the lesion growth. We have evaluated the global segmentation performance of the method on a publicly available dataset are found our method to be simpler and equally comparable with the other best methods in literature.
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Figure 12: Results of exudate segmentation: On the left column (a,d,g) are original images; in middle column (b,e,h) are images with labelled exudates from the output of the algorithm (thres=0.6) and on the right column (c,f,i) are the ground truths annotated by an ophthalmologist [12]. On the topmost right column (c), the blue circles represent bright lesions which might not be possibly hard exudates. The percentage accuracy for exudate segmentation are 82%, 85% and 89% in (b), (e) and (h) respectively. Strong imaging artefacts as in (a) affected the accuracy of the proposed method. The red circles in (b) shows the FP detections in such conditions.


